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Investigation of the forms of equilibrium of an elongated rectangular plate in a gas flow, 
is connected with solving a nonlinear boundary value problem. The differential equation 

for normal displacements has the form [l. 21 

I) d4 (w* - zoo*) 
x daze4 

(1) 

where 
*=2x 

X-l 

The stress o* in the middle surface of the plate can be found from the following inte- 

gral equation 
~~=,,,“_,,S[~~~-(~j’3”’ 
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(2) 

Following [2] we shall assume that x = 1.4 and introduce the following numerical 
parameters W* 

WE- 
h ’ 0=12(1--v$$ 

5’ 
z= - 
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q = 12 (1 - v”) gg, Tp4f; 
(3 

After a series of manipulations, with (3) taken into account, we obtain from (1) and 

(2)‘ Wrrr* + 6wfl + qw’ ii + 4 ~1~‘. + $ (nut’)2 + & (rlwg)a+ &5 (rtw’)4+ &5 (nwe)’ + 

+ &5 (?lw’)6 1 = w;;” (4) 

1 

a==6 (w<~--w’2)dr 
s 

(5) 
0 

Here and in the following, differentiation with respect to z will be denoted by a prime. 

Let us assume that the form of initial imperfection of the plate is described by 
wg = 2(‘00 sin nx (6) 

We shall adopt the value woo = 5 in our computations in order to be able to correlate 

them with the results obtained by A. Iu. Birkhan who used the method of finite differences 

[2] for a plate with hinged edges. 
Inserting (6) into (4) and (5). we obtain the following expressions: 

w”” + CSWI + qw’ [i + + ‘1w’ + $ (Tp’)2 + & (vo3 + &fj (WV + & WV + 

+ A5 (T$)~~ = 3tGmsin Jt2 1 (5) 
1 

a = 3n7w** - 6 
s 

w’%ix (8) 
0 

To solve the problem we must replace the integral condition (8) with a differential 
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one [z], assuming that the upper limit of integration is variable and intraducing the fob 
lowing auxiliary function : 

x 

h (x) = 3scaw~~ - 8 
s 

WWX - Q 
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This yields 
h’(z) = - 6@, n(0) = 3nw,, - 0, h(l)= 0 (9) 

The following expressions for the bending moment and the angle of rotation of the 
normal to the middle surface cf the plate, are necessary for the boundary conditions to 
hold M1=12(i-v&&- (W”-Q”), ~=c~=w~-wo 

Taking into account (6), we obtain 
MI= --la”_ 20&c%irnU, e = Ia’ - m*$c co9 nz (11) 

Various methods of clamping the plate edges were considered, and are given below. 
1. Plate hinged along all edges (Fig. 1) 

X= 0, 1~~ w#= 0, h= 3n2w,,2 _ o ($2) 
x== 1, w= w”= 0, h=O 

2, Plate hinged along the left edge and rigidly clamped along the right edge (Fig.2) 

z=o,w = w* = 0, h = 3$w,,,2 - o (13) 
2=1, w=e=o,li=o 

3. Plate rigidly clamped along the left edge and hinged along the right edge (Fig. 3) 

z=o, w= 6 = 0, x = 3n2wu,,” - o (14) 
2= 1, w= w”= 0, h= 0 

4, Plate rigidly clamped along all edges (Fig. 4) 

2= 0, w = 8 = 0, h =-3a2w,J - o (IS) 
5= 1, w=6=0,%=0 

All problems were solved using the numerical algorithm given in [3]. Let us consider 
the first problem in more detail. 

Let us fix the parameter q at some value q = q. and assume arbitrary initial values 
for the function and for its derivatives, taking however (12) into account 

x= 0, wu= w”= 0, w’s al, w 
,,, _ - cz2, u = as, h = 3n2w002 - U3 (16) 

We then integrate the system (7)-(g) numerically and determine the following expres- 
sions w(f) = wfoi, ozt 03), w”(l) = wnfal, o,, us) (17) 

h(l) = h(aIY ezt aa) 

Solution of the problem can be obtained under the condition that ai are chosen so as 
to fulfil the conditions 

w(ar, a2, as)== 0, w"(ulr a,, usI= 0, &(a,, a2. as)= 0 w 

Thus we have reduced the problem to a nonlinear algebraic system (IS), in a manner 
similar to that employed in [3]. In the obtained algorithm particular attention was given 

to providing the conditions of solvability of the system of nonlinear equations. This 
makes it possible to solve problems, in which the parameter varies nonmonotonously [3]. 

Since the possibility of obtaining a solution depends largely on how nearly the required 
solution is approached by the initial approximation, the numerical algorithm is construc- 
ted in such a manner, that the initial approximation can be predicted with any predeter- 
mined degree of accuracy p]. 

Let the solution of the problem be known for some fixed value r7 = q0 of the parame- 
ter, defined in terms of the following values of the initial parameters: a,*, are and as”. 

Let us now increase the value of q to q = q. $- Aq and write the initial approximation 
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in the form 

c~~=cq~+~Aq+$~Aq~ (i=l, 2, 3) 

Let the process of soWng the system (18) converge after k, iterations. If kO > .%I, 
then we halve Aq , estimate the initial approximation using formulas f 19) and repeat 
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the process. We continue to do this, until the condition k Q k. ( 2k is met. If k, < k 

we double the interval in the next step. When applying the modified Newton’s method 
the values of k were taken within 3 and 4, 

Approximate values of the derivatives in (19) are obtained by means of the difference 
formulas. In the first step we take into account the first terms only, first two terms in the 
second step, and the remaining terms in the following steps. Certain problems were 
solved without using (19). Instead, ai were computed by extrapolating them into a poly- 
nomiaL 

Parameter q may be found to vary nonmonotonously during the computing process. 
For this reason, the behavior of the first derivatives appearing in (19) must be carefully 
observed when moving along the curve corresponding to the solution. Should the modu- 
lus of any of them exceed unity, then the corresponding initial value of’the unknown 

function must be used as a parameter in the next steps. If, e. g, k&z, / dqj > ii, then we 
use or as the parameter and refine q in the process of solving the nonlinear system. The 

initial approximations are predicted here using formulas analogous to (19). 

With the algorithm constructed in this manner we may advance along the curve cor- 
responding to the solution, and satisfy the condition of single-valuedness in the neighbor- 

hood of the fixed parameter, This also yields the condition of solvability of the system 

of nonlinear equations and makes possible the application of the Newton’s method as 
well as of its modification. 

We use the solution of the problem at q. I= 0 defined by the initial deformed state, 

to commence the computations. In addition we also have 

o1 a = rcwoO, aZQ = - n3ws0, as9 = 0 (20) 

The system (8),(g) was integrated on the computer BESM-3M using the Runge-Kutta 
method with an automatic selection of the interval in I subject to condition that the 

loss of absolute accuracy on each interval does not exceed & = 10-s. Control runs were 

used to check the relative accuracy using the value & = 10-B. In both cases the results 
practically coincided. 

Figures 1 to 4 depict the results of computations for various values of 11 ,with 8, deno- 

ting the additional bending at the center of the plate. Dash-dot line on Fig. 1 depicts 

the soIution of the problem obtained by the Bubnov-Galerkin method with so = 0, the 

dotted line shows the results obtained by A, Iu. Birkhan r2] using the method of finite 

differences. Solution by the latter method was left incomplete, since the computational 

sequence diverged. 
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